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WATERGATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

"

FROM :

SUBJECT:

FILES

~’November 2, 1973

George

Interview with John Dean

In an interview this afternoon with John Dean,
I questioned Dean about the contents of Howard Hunt’s
safe. Dean disclosed, for the first time, that he had
probably destroyed the "Hermes" notebook which Hunt has
claimed was located in Hunt’s safe.
Dean related that sometime in ~ateaJ~nuary 1973
Dean discovered, in a file folder in Dean’s office safe
containing the President’s Estate Plan, two thin clothbound notebooks with cardboard covers and lined pages,
containing some handwriting. Dean at that time recalled.
that these had come from Hunt’s safe. Dean did not look
at the contents and cannot recall what might have been
in them. He assumed it related to the Ellsberg break-&n.
He shredded both notebooks in his shredder.
At the same time, Dean also discovered a "pop-up"
address book containing some names, with each page
"x-ed out." Dean threw this into his waste basket.

APPENDIX B
"Beginning of~o~entially long list" [See text p
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APPENDIX C
"’Career prosecutors had moved quickly as Watergate Cover-up
collapsed; the primary source for Deep Throat revelations"
[See text p ]
DEPARTMENT OF JusTIcE

D STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

:Archibald Cox, Special Ass~tant
to the Attorney General
Attn: Mr. Tom McBride

FROM :G. Allen Carver, Jr., Attorney

DATE: June 4, 1973

177-16-8

Criminal
Division
%~.General
Crimes
Section

SUBJECT: Post Watergate Trial
Grand Jur Testimony
The following list of summarized testimony and
that which remains to be summarized is provided in
response to your request. The list includes all
post-Watergate trial grand jury testimony that has
been received from the United States Attorney for
the District of Columbia.
Summarized
Witness

Date of Appearance

(73?)

-2Remains to be summarized

Witness

Date of Appearance

Barker, Bernard L.
Caddy, Michael Douglas
Ehrlichman, John
./ May 3, 9, 14, 1973
Gonzalez, Virgilio
./.
Haldeman, Harry Robbins."
Hunt, E. Howard
...’" ,.-’" May 2~ 1993. ,
Kalmbach, Herbert W...’"
"’" |
Liddy, George Gord.o~ ...."
Mardian, Robert C~" ."
Martinez, Eugen’.m~ R.Oiand.o.’"’"’"
.’" April Ii, 1973
Se@retti, Donald .~’~

,I

..’ Sturgis, F.~’i .n~’ A,....

April 27~ May 16t 1973
-" April

1973

FOIA(b)3 - Rule 6(e), Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

APPENDIX D
"Cox moves to head off imminent indictments" [See text p ~ ]

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

James Neal

:

DATE: June 14, 1973

Archibald Co~

As you are, for the time being, responsible for
the so-called Watergate cover-up case and as sensitive
matters on which I need to be advised in advance may continually arise, you are to advise me at least by the late
afternoon of each day of the activities planned by you,
Silbert, et al for the next succeeding day or days.
I will take the time to discuss the planned
activities with you in advance of such activities and
expect to be advised by you of the purpose of such
activities.

APPENDIX E
"Cox asserts control of career prosecutors" [See text p ’]

Form DJ-I ~0
(FA. 4-~6-6~)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
DATE"

TO

June 15, 1973

and C~ ell
FROM :

Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate S p~2ial Prosecution Force

SUBJECT:

I am asking Jim Neal to be sure to sit in on all
interviews with potential defendants, prospective witnesses
and others who may be interviewed in investigating or
preparing for trial on anything growing out of the
Watergate incident. You must be sure this is done.
It may be that we should designate some other new
member of the staff to be available for the lesser parts
of this. Jim is to decide when he takes part and when
someone sits in for him.

APPENDIX F
"Candid snapshot of Dean maneuvering to avoid Grand Jury
appearance" [See text p ]
UN.UI’ED STATES GOVERNMENT

Mr, Earl J, St!bert
Principal Assistant. U,S, Attorney
FROM "

!

DATS: U 12, 1973

Seymour Glanzer
,- / /
Assistant U,S, Attorney"~

About 6:30 P.M. on Sunday, June I0, 1973, Charles
Shaffer called me at home. He wanted us to know that
Dean intended to assert his Fifth Admendment privilege.
I told him we understood that this was Shaffer’s position.
But in light of Dean’s public pronoucenents about wanting
to be heard and being desirous of cooperating we felt
compelled to call him before the grand jury to test this
position. Besides, we wanted the Senate Committee to know
that he had been given an opportunity to testify before
the grand jury.
Then Shaffer asked me if a letter from Dean saying
~---~ that he intends to invoke his privilege would Suffice.
I told him thag this might have been satisfactory with
Professor Cox but that this proposal should have been
explored on Friday with Professor Cox. He said that he
might take the position that. Dean’s appearance was-designed
to generate publicity and was futile because the prosecutors knew Dean intended to assert his privilege~ I told
him that he should move to quash, the subpoena on-those
grounds before Judge Sirica. I told him arguments ~ike
that had been raised in the past by attorneys predicting
what their clients would do and the Court had c6.nSistently
ruled that the witness must assert the privilegd to specific
questions posed. He indicated that this was consistent
with his past experience elsewhere. However, be. said he
might still move to quash.
~:
I asked him when Dean was going to testify before
the Senate and he said he was not sure. I ask~ed him if
he turned over the Segretti tape. to the Con~ittee and he
said he had. But Shafferdid say he told the Committee
that we had requested it first and they indicated we could
have it afterwards° Meanwhile, Shaffer said he has a transcript for us. Shaffer also advfs~d me that he turned over
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Segretti’s records (which had been given to Dean by O’Brien)
to the Committee. ,Shaffer said he could get copies for us.I_/
Shaffer asked why we were not conferringinrmun1.’
on Dean. I told him that we were using that technique
sparingly. He indicated that he had heard from his "sources"
that we were immunizing people wholesale. I asked him to
back up that .allegation With specifics° He said Colson.
I told him Colson had not been inm~unized.
Shaffer indicated he was quite irritated about our
dealings with Colson. He indicated Colson was the worst
of the bunch. I said that may be true but we had no evidence
to support his conclusion. He said Colson ]{new about the
bugging of the DNC beforehand. I said Dean had not made that
charge before nor had he ever supported such a conclusion.
He mentioned telephone conversations between Magruder and
Colson. I said Magruder and Colson had told us about one
such pre-June 17 conversation; that. we had spoken to both
N~gruder and Colson and there were no major discrepancies
between them.2/ He said then Magruder hasn~.t been truthful
yet. I said t--hat both Colson and Magruder had come in and
talked and let us decide what their status was to be. I
hinted that Dean’s displeasure with Colson might be attributed
to the fact that iColson has gone "public" also and hurts him
badly on severa! ~points.
:,:: - ~
,
~:
shaffer Said he can’t understand why we focused
on Dean. I said we had focused on Dean as well as others.
He wanted to know why we had thi£ attitude about Dean since
he had in effect helped break the case. i said Colson and
Magruder.claim they hay@. 3/ He said Dean had been gandid
and I said we disagreed. H--e asked in what respect. I said
Dean had withheld the incriminating role he played with regard
to Walters. He said that he had mentioned Walter’s name. I
said that added emphasis to my contention bAcause that meant

i/ We had requested these records some time back
but never got around to button£ng it. up.

2/ This is a February conversation. It was detailed
in Colso~’s June 1972 memo which was given to Dean.. Dean told
Colson later we can’t turn this over to Silbert because it
impeaches Magruder.
"
..
3/ So does McCord.
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i

he had not forgotten the episode and still he had suppressed
the details. Furthermore, I said the "executive clemency"
offer from Dean that was relayed to McCord through Caulfield
was another significant episode that Dean had withheld.
Shaffer said the failure to disclose was inadvertent. He
indicated he would like to contfnue "phase one." I said
we can talk in Silbert’s ~ffice after Dean’s abbreviated
appearance before the grand jury.
,i
Subsequently, about midnight, Shaffer called and
said he was 9oing to move on Monday to quash the subpoena.

APPENDIX G
"Cox untroubled by character assassination of renowned career
prosecutor" [See text p ]
GOV~_.NMENT

"_/~ JEPARTMENT OF JUSTIOE

TO

Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor

FROM

Earl J. Silbert
Principal Assistant
United States Attorney

SUBJECT:

News Media Publicity re Henry Petersen

DATE:

June 5, 1973

Recent news media publicity, particularly an
article in today’s New York Times, indicates that
Henry Petersen is a subject of the investigation into
the Watergate coverup.
This news media publicity is tremendously
disturbing. While, as you know, it is our belief
that Mr. Petersen is a necessary witness to the
obstruction of justice perpetrated by the White
House, particularly with respect to the conduct of
John Dean, there is absolutely no evidence known to
the grand jury investigation that Mr. Petersen participated in, contributed to, or knew of any coverup. It
would be totally unfair in my view and that of my
associates, Mr. Glanzer and Mr. Campbell, to permit
the totally misleading effects of this news media publicity to reflect adversely on a man whose long record
of public service has been characterized by integrity
and devotion to law enforcement.

cc:

Henry E. Petersen

APPENDIX H

"Lowell Weickerwa friend indeed" [See text p ]
~~TES GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

:

The File

DATE: June 14, 1973

FROm :J~J~es Vorenberg

Bob Herrema in Senator Weicker’s office called to say that
Senator Weicker and some members of his staff propose to go
see the FBI and sit with some agents while the agents go
through the files containing the 1500 requests and approximately 300,000 items in response that Wannell informed me
were involved in Weicker’s letters to Ruckelshaus and Cox.
I said that I assumed that no action by us was required at
this time and Mr. Herrema said that was so although we would
probably be hearing from the FBI. I said that I did not know
how the FBI would react to the procedures Senator Weicker
proposed and since I did not know what was in the files I
did not know what our reaction would be to specific requests
although we were certainly anxious to cooperate.

APPENDIX I
"Dean to Liddy to McCord" [See text p ’ ]
March 26, 1973

¯ -~ ~ -~
From Liddy:
~
John Dean, Jeb Magruder, Gordon Liddy and John Mitchell in Feb 1972
met in Mitchell’s office at the Department of Justice and held the
first formal discussion of bugging and other related operations.
This information came to me from several discussions before and after
the meeting, and came from Gordonl~dy. John Mitchell was .then Attorney
General and was A/G until March 1,I~ I understand it.
JOHN DEAN III

L~ddy had planned for the meeting very carefully and had drafted out in
longhand budget figures for various items of expense, and had discussed
them and certain details of the overall operation with Jeb Magruder, so
Liddy told me. Magruder reportedly’set up the meeting with Mitchell.
Liddy was at that time inan office on the 4th floor at 1701 Pennsylvania
Avenue, N.W., near Magruderts office. Subsequent to seeing the longhand
drafts, Liddy had a typed report on the subject on his desk during one
of these discussions and my impression was that he was planning to send
it, or take it, by hand, to someone in the White House.. I do not know
to whom he took it.
The meeting was set up for one particular day, but was cancelled, and
reset for a day or so later. It was an afternoon meeting as I recall,
and my impression was, from what Liddy told me, that it lasted an hour
or more. He said that the discussion covered the pros and cons of various
bugging type operations. No decisions were made at the meeting, about
proceeding with the operation, but the impression Liddy had seem to be
that the operation would be approved.
A few days later D~_ea.n.. to..id Li~d~ that a way would ..b.av~ ~o ~be .~orked o.,u.~
to undertake the oNce,at°ion, withOut ~ir.~¢.tl¥ ~nvolviq~ the Attorney General
S~ thaZ..h~ woul~h~ denzabzlztv about zt at a future date. Dean told
Liddy at this tl
t t:[ie funding for the operation would subsequently
come to him th~o~
her than regular Committee for the Re-Election (CRP)
funding mech~is~s s~!that there would be no record of it. This was not
further explained to me.
About 30 days afteT th~ February meeting in the A/G’s’office, Liddy told
me that the operation"had been approved" and that the funding for it
would be through shortly. ,,My impression was that this word of the approval
came from Dean, although t~his was not specifically stated, by Liddy. Dean
was Liddy’s legal ou~e~.part at the White House. Liddy was at this time
(February 1972) legal counsel for the Committee to Re-Elect the President.
Leads
I. Liddy’s se~etary in February°~i972 was Sylvia Panarites. I would believe
that she may hav~ typed some of the drafts referred to above and possibly
other eorrespondence in connection with the meeting with the Attorney General
and possibly for Dean from Liddy in connection thereo;

APPENDIX J
"Kennedy Clan Democrats all pulling together" [See text p ]
PHIL HEWN

K

June Ii, 1973

ROBERT DAVIS

Carmine Belino of the Ervin Committee wishes also
to interview this man and I advised him you would let him
know when we plan to have Davis in town for our purposes.
I ~hlnk this is an arrangement in which we can
cooperate ~t~h the Committee without any danger to our
operation.

APPENDIX K
"Why Watergate indictments were postponed until after Ervin
Hearings [See text p
UNITED STATES GOVF, RN.’MENT

I)EP,\RT.kfI:,NT OF JUSTICg

.{.n ~,:atergate

I. A ].ist s.hould be ,:u~.de of the ~!.;_!.~:¢s ::~nd ,.’.,::,,:t.<c.::,.~.t of ~.!.1
P}:esi.dentia[ pronouncements on executive p~:iv.~.].ege or t~atiot~.al

security privilege between Ju~~e 1972 and ~,fay !.973. ’~.’he t:f.-~ni~.g
should be checked against whac we know of the ¢~erging breakdown of cover-up efforts,
2, Oo_,e or two younger lawyers should be <!ss:f.Sned full
tic~’.:e to ~::eo.d the erztire tro.nscripts of [:he Select Committ,%e
and of a].l other Congressional heo. cings at~d ptoduo.e a !ist of
chacSes and supporting evidence on this basis alone. ’the
.ce.su]_t will be:

gener<,ted on the Hi].!.
bo

We will llot be subject to the charge of having
ignored an alternative investigative effort.
3. We must develop more fully the pay-off aspect of the
cover-up. The defendants are going to argue that this was a
"legal defense" fund of a perfectly proper sort. We haven’t
even clarified the conceptual line at which such a fund becomes
an obstruction of justice, let alone target the necessary
evidence.

o

~.~:c,~,:.y N Y [].mes, 2age , ays ~’.~xtch.e] 1 suspects
C{)].son involvement. ~.!ow can ’,>:e check this out?

C.~ay’s .<o].e. ]:RHv should we :[_nterview:

(i)
(:i.i)

Robert:<_~:_~.~v~,-"~] (Agt. in Charge, St. Louis).
n.ates (assi.gmed to qan [~.d__loc.o).
Cba:c].es :@o]..z ("- [!UD ............ .-:"

do

Call Weog-etKz. oSn-" to
comment ........ on Dea[l’
tion that K:<ogh said I-:~e ............ EI].,:N~,~ "r 8 ])reak-in
app:co~ed by Presi/o.nt Nixon?

HOW

2-

s al].eSawas

APPENDIX L
"An incredible usurpation of Executive power by Kennedy’s
Judiciary Committee [See text p ]
BREAK.IN AND SENATE INQUIRY

Special Prosecutor - 2

Duties and Responsibilities of the Specia! Prosecutor
Following are guidelines relating to the special
Watergate prosecutor issued by Attorney Generaldesignhte Elliot L..Richardson May 19:
THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
There will be appointed by the attorney general,
within the Department of Justice, a special prosecutor
to ~’hgm the attorney general shall delegate the
authqrities and provide the staff and o~er resources
described~ below.
The special prosecutor shall have full authority for
investigating and prosecuting offenses against the
United States st!sing out of the unauthorized entry
in~p Democratic National Committee headquarters at
the Watergate, all offenses arising out of the 1972
presidential election for~which the special prosecutor
deems it necessary and appropriate to assume responsibifity, allegations involving the President, members of
the White House. staff, or presidential appointees, and
any other mattem which he consents to have assigned
to him by the attorney general.
In particular, the special prosecutor shall have full
authority with respect to the above matters for.
¯ Conducting proceedings before grand juries and
any other investigati?ns he deems necessary.
¯ Reviewing all documentary evidence available
from any source, as to which he shall have fulli access.
¯ Determin’.mg whether or not to contest th~ assertion of "executive privilege" or any other testimonial
privilege.
¯ Determining whether or .not application should be
made to any federal court for a grant of immunit~y to
any witness, consistently with applicable statutory
requirements, or for wa.rrants, subpoenas, or other co~
orders.
¯ Deciding whether or not to pro~ecute any individual, firm, corporation or group of individuals.
¯ Initiating and conducting prosecutions, framing
indictments, filing informations, and handling all
aspects of any cases within his jurisdiction (whether
initiated before or after his assumption of duties),
including any appeals.
¯ Coordinating and directing the activities of all
Department of Justice personnel, including United
States attorneys.
a Dealing .with and appearing before congressional
committees having jurisdiction over any aspect of the
above matters and determining what documents, information,’ and assistance shall ,be providedto Such
¯ committees.
In exercising this authority, the special prosecu~r
will. have. the greatest degree of independence that is
consistent with the attorney general’s statutory accountability for all matters falling within the jurisdiction of
the Department of Justice. The attorney general will
not countermand or interfere with the special prosecu-

tot’s decisions o~ actions. The special prosecutor will
determine whether and. to what extent he will inf~rm
or consult with the attorney general about the conduct
of his duties and responsibilities. The special prosecu:
tot will not be removed from his duties except for
extraordinary, improprieties on his part.
STAFF AND RESOURCE SUPPORT
Selection of Staff. The special prosecutor shall
have full authority to organize, select, and hire his own
staff of attorneys, investigators, and supporting personnel, on a full or part-time basis, in such numbers and
with Sucb qualifications as he may reasonably require.
He may~ request the assistant attorneys general and
other officers of the Department of Justice to assign s~ch
personnel and to provide such other assistance as he
may reasonably require. ~ personnel in the Depart.
ment] of Justice, including United States attorneys,
shall cooperate to the fullest extent possible with the
special p~osecQ#pr.

Budget. The special prosecutor will be provided
with such funds and facilities to carry out his responsibilities as he may reasonably require. He shah have the
right to submit budget requests for funds, positions, and
other assistance, and such requests shall reteive the
highest priority. ~
Dasi~natlon ud R~lmn~lbility. The pe~nnel
a~ing as the staff and assistants of the special~proeecutor shall be Imown ~ the Watergate special prosecution force and shall l~e responsible only to the special
prosecutor.
Continued Responsibilities of Assistant Attorney
General, Criminal Division. Except for the specific
investigative and prosecutorial duties assigned ~o the
special prosecutor, the assistant attorney general in
charge of the criminal division will continue to exercise
all of the duties curr~tly assigned to him.
Applicable Department~l Policies. E~cept as
otherwise herein specified or as mutually agreed betwecn the special prosecutor and the attorney genera,
the Watergnte special prosecution force will be subject
to the administrative regnlhtions and policies of the
]Department of Justice.
Public Reports. The special prosecutor may fr~m
time to time make public such statements or reports~as
he deems appropriat;e and shall u~on completion of his
assignment submit a final r~port to the appropriate
persons or entities of the Congress.
Duration of Assignment. The special prosecutor
will carry out these responsibilities, with the full support of the Departmen~ of Justice, until such time as,
in his judgment, he has completed them or until a dat’e
mutually agreed upon between the attorney general
and himself.

APPENDIX M
"Prediction that Watergate indictments are imminent
’]
(before Special Prosecutor’s arrival)" [See text p
PRESS RELEASE
HAROLD H. TITUS, JR.
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
FOR THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
May 24, 1973
I WISH TO MAKE AN ANNOUNCEMENT TODAY CONCERNING THE
WATERGATE CASE. AT MY REQUEST, THE PROSECUTORS I HAVE
ASSIGNED TO THIS CASE -- EARL J. SILBERT, MY PRINCIPAL
ASSISTANT, SEYMOUR GLANZER AND DONALD E

CAMPBELL -- H~m

PRESENTED TO ME THEIR ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF
THEIR INVESTIGATION. AFTER REVIEWING THEIR PRESENTATION i
AM -ABLE TO REPORT TO YOU THE FOLLOWING.
THE INVESTIGATION UNDERTAKEN BY MY PROSECUTIVE
TEAM IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FEDERAL GRAND JURY IS SUBSTA~.~ IAL=~
~T
COMPLETE. AS MANY OF YOU ARE BY NOW PROBABLY AWARE, THE
MAJOR BREAK-THROUGH IN THE INVESTIGATION REPORTED IN THE NEWS
MEDIA A LITTLE OVER A MONTH AGO WAS DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO
THE CONTINUING EFFORTS OF THESE PROSECUTORS. IN THIS _REGARD
THEY HAVE FOLLOWED A STRATEGY THEY FORMULATED PRIOR TO THE
RETURn{ OF THE FIRST INDICTMENT IN THIS CASE AND THE TRIAL OF
THE DEFENDANTS NAMED THEREIN. CONSISTENT WITH THEIR EFFORTS
AND THEIR STRATEGY, THE PROSECUTORS HAVE INTERVIEWED MOST OF
THE IMPORTANT WITNESSES AND POTENTIAL TARGET DEFENDANTS ON
ONE OR MORE OCCASIONS AND THE MAJORITY OF THEM HAVE APPEARED
BEFORE THE GRAND JURY.

THE PROSECUTORS HAVE DEVELOPED AND

OUTLINED BEFORE THE GRAND JURY A COMPREHENSIVE AND COHERENT
THEORY OF PROSECUTION.

ONE KEY MEMBER OF THE CRIMINAL

APPENDIX N
"Proof positive of Cox effort to derail indictments"
[See text p ]

~@@~ case without prior app:

prompt and

full disclosure to me of your ac ~ ~,[W,~ ~4~ u have

learned.
So.m_~e o~.. -wA~--~’-~m-saying, especially the part about~
w[Itt~assur nce, may seem offensively rude. I do it meai
tbe r

" respon%ible
not ±nslnuatlng that any of]m~ is
I am
....

flr the Hir~tory or any other story. ~ut no room can bl~

I ",.

/

~eft ~or any misun~rstanding upon t~{s point and I cannot Ji~ ~et

[-

~ha, you chose 1o make~stateme~ about the substance of
case last Thursday after I ~ explicitly disapproved.
Will eaah of y~’

|

se me in writing ~hethe~

~ou ~ish to contin/workins on the c~on tke a~ove basis.

..
. ~o per~o~
~
I tope tha~ yo~teill aon~.inue
th£~p.ublic service at least un~’~ my staff and I have mastered the 6~e, But
..
~here i.~"no room for conditions or limitations.

APPENDIX 0
"Cox effort to learn extent of any Tit~ !~i authority to bring
Watergate indictm~nts,~ [See text p ~ ?]~

Mr. Henry E. Petersen
Assistant Attorney Genera!
Criminal Division
ArChibald Cox
Special A~mieta.n~ Attorney General

Will you please s.snd ms, a.s So~n as possible.,
any lSt~er8~ meme~an~a~ or otheP Instructions ~r
Su~eStions from your office ~o U, S, Attorney Titus
concerning any aspec~ of the Watergate investigation,
however remote, ~ere the Su~eSti.~s Or instructions
were oral~ I woul~ liM@ ~o ha.re %he date and %ime~an~
contemporaneous memorandum, and any recollec~ien you
or your assistants may have ~f anything not reduced
to writ.tn~,
S~metlme later we will have to r~n through all
this :~egether~ but I would like t.~ get what I can in
writing a:S so~n as possible.

APPENDIX P
"Early indication that Nixon is Cox’s real target from the outset"
[See text p ]

May 3!, 1973

¯ ME, b~OP, A.q’DUM

TO: Archie Cox
F.~OM: John Ely
I’ve spent a couple ’of days rummaging about and wanted
to let you know what I’ve come up with. The question .with which
I’d like to begin is whether the President’enjoys some .immunity
from being called before a grand jU_~y. In.the ~oston Globe. for ~lay 30, at p. 30, Alex Bickei states .what.! gather must be the
sort of argument on which those supporting such immunity must
rely~ one generally .~man~t~ng from the s~paration of ~0wers:.
it is not amatter of-!aw~, but ofassumed convention.
The President,.alone., is presumed to be immune’to the
judicia! process.

But of course observing that" there, is a separation of powers does
not beg~n to disclose its contours: the question, here as everywhere is wh~t power.s’~ privileges and ~mmunm_les are distributed
in what ways. Alex appeals to ~ome historically evolved and broad-

ly assumed convention, ~rhaps thereby t~ying to move considerations

APPENDIX Q
"There’s a new sheriff in town--a Kennedy democrat"
[See text p ]

SP

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TUESDAY, N~-Y 29, 1973

Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox issued the following
statement today:

During the past week the Press has carried extraordinary
-statements about¯ the theory or theories of a- possible -VCatergate ......
prosecution and the evidence expected ’from one or more witnesses.
All decisions about theories of investigation or prosecution,
the ~ant :of immunity-, the-accep.~an¢e 0f.p!ea.s.in re..t~-~n:fpr tes~on.y.,
and the conduct of the investigation will be made by me. 1 have made
¯

" no shchdecision~s, and authorized none~ I have.not had time-to
review the results of the on-going investigation and have neither
endorsed nor disapproved any charges or theory of the case.
The U.S. Attorney and his aides have been instructed to
refrain from any kind of statement, comment or speculation about

any aspect of the investigation. All official-s in the Department of
Justice will be so instructed. No previous statement or comment
about any aspect of the investigation has been authorized by me.

OVER

I am well aware of the intense public interest in all aspects
of the investigation and will try to find ways to give the public all
the information consistent with a prosecutor’s professional obligations

and a careful, thorough and fair investigation and, if indictments
are warranted, a fair trial of those accused.

I prepared~his statement prior to Mr.BUzhardt’ ~ telephone
call. I gave" him the substance of it then and later read it to him,
solely to confirm the accuracy of what I had said.

R
"Why not parade everyone before a Grand Jury--justAPPENDIX
to see
what they might know?" [See text p ]

PBH:bas

Bill Merrill

July 24, 1973

Philip B. Heymann

Have we ever tried to develop systematically a list of
all the staff assistants, special assistants, and other working
personnel associated with the principal figures in the Watergate
and Ellsberg matters? Secretaries don’t talk, but eager young
men ~-~, an~-~ have the feeling that we keep coming upon new
ones. In particular, I wonder if we’vexever checked out either
Douglas Howlitt, who worked for a short period for Colson, or
Lewis Engnlan, now chair~.an of the Federal Trade Co~ission, but
fol~merly a close associate of Ehrliclauan on the Domestic Council.
What I am suggesting is that we should put someone to work
interviewing one or two people and getting a complete list of
names then we can go ahead to check who has been and who should
be interviewed.

co: H. Ruth

’cc:

Chron
Files

APPENDIX S
"Keep asking--again and again--why Bittman was never
indicted" [See text p ]
WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

.Memorandum
TO

¯ Richard Ben-Veniste

FROM

:Philip A. Lacovar

DATE: February 6, 1974

~SUBJECT:Possible Charges Against
In my opinion the facts as you state them would
provide a basis for including Bittman in the overall
Watergate conspiracy~to obstruct justice. Even though
Bittman’s role in the conspiracy is different from
thos~ on the White House end, that is not aheall
uncommon in a conspiracy case. The critical factor is
that Bittman joined with the other co-conspirators to
bring about a set of circumstances that constituted an
improper interference with the administration of
justice. In addition, the fact that his motive for
attempting to achieve those results -- the payment of
money to his client and to himself in return for his
client’s silence about the criminal involvement of
others -- might have been different from the motive
of the White House/FCREP co-conspirators am~ does not
diyorce him from the conspiracy. It is also relatively
common for the various members of a criminal conspiracy to have different motives for agreeing to
promote the same improper objective. That difference
in motives does not separate the common plan or
objective into separate conspiracies.

APPENDIX T
"Were others, equally guilty, also passed over?" [See text p ]

William M~rrlll

August IB, 1973

Jam~s F. Neal

Plumb~rs Task Forc~ Schedule.

I ~ote that you b awe ~h~dule~ ~roody, Ch~now and
Col¢on for off£o~~_~r&~d Jury ~ppearances and you
plan to ~hedul~.,.L
J an~ Ehrlichman.

APPENDIX U
"WSPF’s own ’Smoking Gun’" [See text p ]

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
To

: Files

DATE: NOV. 15, 1973

FROM :

Peter F. Rient~
Judy Denny~

SUBJECT:

Meetings with Seymour Glanzer and Donald Campbell September 18 and October i0, 1973.
On September 18, and October 10, 1973, Peter F. Rient

and Judy Denny of the Special Prosecutor’s Office interviewed
Assistant U. S. Attorneys Seymour Glanzer and Don Campbell
in Glanzer’s office, concerning contacts after April I, 1973,
between the original Watergate prosecutors and John Dean
and/or Dean’s attorneys. During and after these interviews,
Glanzer and. Campbell provided their handwritten notes taken
at their May 2 and 3 meetings with Dean. Other documents
referred to are Glanzer’s May 31 memo to Cox and a September
6 memo to files from Rient and Denny re Silbert interview.
Except as otherwise stated, Glanzer and Campbel!
both gave the following information.
i. Glanzer knew both Charles Shaffer and Tom Hogan
(Dean’s attorneys). Glanzer and Shaffer are close friends
and have known each other since Shaffer worked in the Department of Justice. Glanzer knew Hogan when Hogan was a
law clerk for Judge Jones. The two attorneys for Dean came
to Glanzer’s office on about April 2, 1972, saying they
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\
CONSPIRACY HAS ALREADY AGREED TO PLEAD GUILTY WITHOUT
I~UNIZATION AND TO’TESTIFY AS A PROSECUTION WITNESS AT
TRIAL. NEGOTIATIONS ARE PRESENTLY IN PROCESS TOWARDS
SECURING THIS OBJECTIVE AS TO OTHERS WHO HAVE ALSO ADMITTED
THEIR CULPABILITY.

WHERE CONSISTENT WITH THE PUBLIC INTEREST,

JUSTICE AND SOUND LAW ENFORCE~~NT, THIS OFFICE HAS SOUGHT

~

AND OBTAINED IMMUNITY FOR OTHER WITNESSES.
SOME WORK, OF COURSEr REMAINS TO BE DONE. FOR
I.N THIS, AS IN EVERY CRIMINAL CASE, THE INVESTIGATION PRIOR
TO INDICTMENT MUST BE AS THOROUGH AS CIRCUMST~INCES PERMIT.
NEVERTHELESS~ I HAVE BEEN ADVISED BY MR. SILBERT THAT IT IS
REALISTIC TO ANTICIPATE A COMPREHENSIVE INDICTMENT WITHIN
60 TO 90 DAYS, ASSU.._.MING THE PRESENT PACE OF THE INVESTIGATION
AND pREPARATION CONTINUES WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. THE PROPOSED
INDICTMENT WOULD FOCUS ON THE OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE WHICH
OCCURRED AFTER THE WATERGATE ARREST ON JUNE 17, 1972, BUT WILL
INCLUDE CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES BEGINNING IN 1971, WHICH TOGETHER
WITH THE WATERGATE BREg~-IN, MOTIVATED THE MASSIVE OBSTRUCTION.
AS IS NOW WELL KNOWN PROFESSOR ARCHIBALD COX OF
HARVARD LAW SCHOOL, A FORMER SOLICITOR GENE~hL OF THE
UNITED S~ATES, HAS BEEN APPOINTED AS THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
IN THIS CASE.

- 3 ON TUESDAY, MAY 22, AFTER SERIOUS CONSIDERATION
BETWEEN THE PROSECUTORS AND MYSELF, IT WAS DETEP~INED THAT
IN ORDER FOR PROFESSOR COX TO BE FREE IN THE CHOICE OF HIS
STAFF, OUR OFFICE SHOULD WITHDRAW FROM THE ONGOING INVESTIGATION. ANOTHER IMPORTANT FACTOR INFLUENCING THIS DECISION
WAS THE UNCERTAINTY OF WITNESSES, POTENTIAL DEFENDANTS AND
THEIR RESPECTIVE ATTORNEYS, AS WELL AS THE PROSECUTORS
THEMSELVES, CONCERNING THE AUTHORITY OF THIS OFFICE TO MAKE
DECISIONS IN THE CASE.
IT WAS, OF COURSE, OUR INTENTION TO TRANSMIT
IMMEDIATELY TO PROFESSOR COX ALL FILES, RECORDS, TRANSCRIPTS
AND OTHER DOCUMENTS CONTAINED IN THE WATERGATE INVESTIGATION
FOR HIS REVIEW AND STUDY AND TO BE AVAILABLE AT HIS REQUEST
TO CONSULT WITH AND ASSIST HIM IN THE UNDERSTANDING AND
COMPREHENSION OF THE MANY COMPLEX AND INTRICATE ISSUES
INVOLVED IN THIS HIGHLY PUBLICIZED CASE.
THEREFORE, ON TUESDAYI I SCHEDULED A PRESS CONFERENCE
IN ORDER TO ANNOUNCE OUR DECISION.

PRIOR TO THAT CONFERENCE,

HOWEVER, I RECEIVED A CALL FROM PROFESSOR COX REQUESTING
THAT WE MEET WITH.HIM YESTERDAY IN ADVANCE OF ANY PUBLIC
ANNOUNCEMENT RELATIVE TO OUR CONTEMPLATED WITHDRAWAL FROM
THE CASE.

I EXPRESSED TO PROFESSOh COX MY STRONG VIEW AS

TO THE PROPRIETY OF OUR ANTICIPATED COURSE OF CONDUCT AND
OUR FIRM INTENTION TO PROCEED WITH THE ANNOUNCEMENT.

- 4 HOWEVER, IN DEFERENCE TO HIS REQUEST WE AGREED
TO MEET WITH HIM.

THAT MEETING TOOK PLACE IN THE DEPARTMENT

OF JUSTICE AT 3:00 P.M., AT WHICH TIME HE URGED US, IN
VIEW OF THE IMPORTANT WORK WE WERE DOING, THAT IT WAS IN
THE PUBLIC INTEREST THAT WE CARRY ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE CASE.
AT THIS TIME, I WISH TO ADVISE YOU THAT WE WILL
ACCEDE TO PROFESSOR COX’S P~QUEST AND WILL CONTINUE TO
CONDUCT THE INVESTIGATION.

Reproduced at the National Archives
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represented Dean. They believed that a subpoena was
outstanding for Dean and they wanted to assure the prosecutors that Dean would be produced upon request without such
measures. (~here was actually no subpoena at the time.)
Shaffer and Hogan primarily wanted to set up a modus
vivendi for Dean’s cooperation. They were also interested
in knowing ~bout and meeting Silbert, so Glanzer took them
to meet Silbert. Campbell was not present at the meeting.
The two attorneys repeated their stance to Silbert. [The
prosecutors at this time were becoming interested in Dean
because of leaks from McCord’s discussions with Dash and
adverse publicity about Dean from the Gray hearings.] The
meeting ended with the prosecutors saying they would contact
Dean’s attorneys. (Glanzer notes that Shaffer is a brilliant
and resourceful attorney.)
2. Late in the evening of April 5, Shaffer called
Glanzer at home, saying there was an emergency that he
needed to discuss immediately. The two met alone at Glanzer’s
home. There was a mutual understanding that the discussion
was in confidence. Shaffer began by asking Glanzer how
far the prosecutors were willing to pursue the case. Glanzer
replied that there were no restraints and they would go
wherever the evidence led. Shaffer then expressed concern
that since he (Shaffer) was known as a friend of the Kennedys
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and Glanzer was a Democrat, there might be accusations of
scheming against the Administration, but Glanzer told him
not to worry.

-

Shaffer asserted that Dean could "deliver Mitchell"
and made general references to the January and February
meetings with Liddy. Shaffer then stated that these discussions had to be off-the-record because the prosecutors’
chain of command led directly to Kleindienst who, as a friend
of Mitchell, might inform Mitchell. Shaffer even preferred
that Glanzer not talk to Silbert. (Shaffer also expressed
uncertainty about an attorney-client privilege, and there
was some discussion of work product privilege and executive
privilege.)
Shaffer acknowledged that Dean was in trouble alr
though he stated that he had not debriefed Dean completely.
However, Shaffer thought Dean would make a valuable witness
and hoped to obtain immunity for him. There was also some
discussion of a potential plea. Glanzer responded that
such judgments couldn’t be made on the disclosures thus
far and that he (Glanzer) would have to talk with Silbert
about it. Shaffer continued to ask if the prosecutors
would really take on the Administration and perhaps indict
Mitchell. Glanzer told Shaffer the prosecutors would go

_ ~.~ ~1.¥[~_,~
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where the evidence led. Shaffer was satisfi.~d with this.
Glanzer said Shaffer should debrief Dean and then tell
the story to the prosecutors off-the-record.
Shaffer also asserted in a more general way that
Dean could "deliver Magruder." He contended Dean’s value
was greater than Magruder’s because Dean had not perjured
himself as Magruder had. [Shaffer had told Bierbower
(Magruder’s attorney) that Magruder had lied and told
Gianzer that Magruder’s Grand Jury transcripts had been
floating around. (Magruder had taken the transcripts during
preparation for trial. Bierbower eventually returned them
to the prosecutors.)]
Glanzer attempted"to reach Silbert and ask him to
come over to Glanzer’s home that night, but was unable to
do so. Glanzer assured Shaffer that he (Shaffer) could deal
with Silbert the same as with Glanzer. A meeting was set
up for the following afternoon.
3. Before the afternoon meeting of April 6, Glanzer
told Silbert and Campbell about the substance of his meeting with Shaffer the night before.
At the April 6 meeting, between the prosecutors and
Shaffer and Hogan, Shaffer gave a well organized presentation aimed at "selling" his client and whetting the prosecutors’ appetites.

(It is Glanzer’s opinion that the
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presentation was very general because Dean had come to
Shaffer only shortly before Shaffer came to the prosecutors and Shaffer had not yet learned all that Dean knew.)
Silbert said that Shaffer should make the presentation.
Shaffer offered Dean’s cooperation in return for immunity,
stressing Dean’s value and reliability. Silbert rejected
the idea at that point. Saying that he thought the prosecutors could be trusted, Shaffer offered to have Dean
tell his story directly to them as long as it was off-therecord. Shaffer emphasized that Petersen and Kleindienst
should not be informed.
Shaffer talked only of Dean’s knowledge regarding
Mitchell and Magruder. There was nothing said about
Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Colson, or Nixon.
Shaffer’s disclosures confirmed much of McCord’s
grand jury testimony. Up to this point, McCord had been
an unbelievable witness. He had answered questions at the
grand jury by reading from a prepared script and many of
the jurors disbelieved him. However, McCord had led the
prosecutors to Reisner and Harmony and he had first told the
prosecutors that Gemstone was the code word for the
clandestine operation involving the break-in and the wire-

tapping.
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The meeting ended with Silbert saying he would
contact Dean’s attorneys about further meetings.
4. At 2:00 p.m. on April 8, the three prosecutors
met at Shaffer’s office with Dean, Shaffer and Hogan.
Shaffer’s office was picked to avoid publicity. The meeting was short because Dean was eventually called to a White
House meeting (around 3:30) after receiving several calls
from the White House.
Dean’s disclosures were very diffused and of little
substance and he hedged considerably because of the attorneyclient privilege and the fact that the President had not
been told everything yet. Dean said that it was "about
time someone bit the bullet and I’m willing to." However,
Dean wanted to tell Nixon first and he was afraid he
couldn’t get through Haldeman. (At some point Dean referred to Haldeman and Ehrlichman as the "Berlin Wall".)
(a)

Substantive disc!osures by Dean follow:

Dean told about the January and February meetings
in Mitchell’s office, but did not tell about the hiring of
Liddy or of talking with Liddy before the January meeting.
At the first meeting, Dean said, a million dollar plan was
presented by Liddy with charts and codes which in part included electronic surveillance. After this meeting, Dean
told Liddy to destroy the charts. At the February 4
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meeting, Dean arrived late. Liddy boasted that he
could hire the most sophistioated expe~t ~[~.-electronics
for the job. Dean cut short the meeting by~saying these
things shouldn’t be discussed in the Attorney General’s
office. Dean did not mention his subsequent meeting
with H~ideman at this time. He gave no information at
all about Haldeman or Ehrlichman.
Dean said he learned of the June 17 break-in and
McCord’s arrest while returning from Manila. He did not
know McCord. He learned that one of the Cubans had an
envelope with Hunt’s name on it, but saw no significance
in the fact at that time. Dean called Kleindienst, who
told him about the incident with Liddy at the Burning
Tree Country Club. Realizing Liddy must be involved,
Dean called and then met with _Liddy on the 19th. Liddy
confessed and said it was Magruder who pressured him for
better information. Liddy also said he was a good soldier
and volunteered to go to any street corner to be shot.
Dean admitted cross examining Magruder for his
grand jury appearance and suggesting weaknesses in
Magruder’s testimony. Magruder told Dean that Porter
would back up Magruder on his story about the purpose for
which the money was given to Liddy. Dean did not mention
LaRue, Parkinson, O’Brien, or Mardian in connection with
the cover story.
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Dean admitted that he, Mitchell and’Magruder
met in Becker’s office shortly before Magruder’s third
grand jury appearance, at which time there was a discussion about alteriDg Magruder’s diary, and they agreed
to say the meetings in Mitchel!’s office had concerned
election laws.
Dean denied that he lied to the FBI about Hunt’s
office.
Glanzer and Campbell both think Dean mentioned
Kalmbach. (Campbell thinks this was on April 9 instead
of April 8.) When money for Hunt’s requests was needed
(not spelled out as hush money), Dean said Mitchell said
"activate Kalmbach." Dean only knew Kalmbach’s bag man
as "Tony." Dean also mentioned the $350,000 cash fund
at the White House designated for polling. Dean mentioned
Caulfield and Sandwedge being the predecessor to the Liddy
plan.
Dean was concerned because he thought Liddy was
tal~ing to the prosecutors, as there was a rumor circulating
to that effect. Glanzer and Campbell say they were responsible for helping spread this rumor. Dean said he
thought Liddy could corroborate him on some aspects of his
testimony.

3.9"13
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(b) Other Matters.
The prosecutors were led to Kalmbach by Segretti
and by Flug who had e~amined some of Kalmbach’s bank
records. They talked to Petersen about Kalmbach at their
meeting on the 14th.
"No notes were taken at this meeting and no memos
were made. In order to preserve feelings of mutual trust,
Glanzer would from time to time tell Shaffer who was
appearing before the grand jury and how leads to those
persons came from a source other than Dean. Reisner and
Powell Moore are two witnesses that Glanzer remembers
telling Shaffer about.
5. On the evening of April 9, the three prosecutors
continued their meeting with Dean and his attorneys. Dean
began to get more specific.
(a) Substantive disclosures by Dean follow:
Dean said that Magruder had been looking for a lawyer to handle CRP intelligence gathering activities and
first wanted Fielding, Dean’s assistant. Dean persuaded
Fielding not to accept and then Krogh recommended Liddyo
Dean took Liddy to meet Mitchell on November 24. Liddy
was mostly interested in the salary and his being directly
responsible to Mitchell, and although an agenda prepared
for the meeting mentioned electronic surveillance, the sub-
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ject wasn’t discussed. The prosecutors asked’for,
but never received, a copy of this agenda. (Dean gave
it to the Senate Select Committee.) Dean took Liddy to
meet Magruder in December.
Dean never acknowledged a cover-up or conspiracy
or paying the defendants for silence until after he was
fired (April 30, 1973). Dean did tel! about Hunt’s money
requests through O’Brien and about meeting Ka!mbach outside
the Hay Adams on Mitchell’s instructions. He also knew
about money arrangements being made by Parkinson, O’Brien,
and LaRue. Dean was definitely minimizing his own role.
Dean explained in more detai! what was discussed
at the January 27 and Fe~ruary 4 meetings, and stated that
the plans for interceptions of co~.unications, surveillance,
prostitution, goon squad, etc. were intended to obviate
disruptions similar to those at the 1968 Democratic Convention. Mitchell listened politely, puffing on his pipe,
but concluded that Liddy’s plan "wasn’t quite what he had
in mind" and that he wanted something more restricted.
(Dean notes that Mitchell was like a father to him.) After
the February 4 meeting, Dean told Haldeman about the meetings and Haldeman replied that the White House should not
be involved.
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It was at the meeting in Arthu~ Becker’s office
that Dean told Mitchell he (Dean) "~ould be a good witness
for Mitchel! about Mitchell’s role at the meetings because
he could say Mitchell did not expressly approve Liddy’s
plans. At this meeting Dean wanted his name erased from
Magruder’s diary entries, but Magruder said it would be
detected by the FBI.
Dean talked with Ehrlichman after he talked with
Liddy on June 19th. Dean says he was called to Ehrlichman’
office and told to dlean out Hunt’s safe. Colson was there
and had supposedly
~ ~
_~e~ved
a call from Hunt concerning
the embarrassing contents of the safe. (Colson doesn’t
corroborate.) In Hunt’s safe were bogus cables which indicated that Kennedy was responsible, for Diem’s assassinatio
Meanwhile, the FBI began calling for the contents of the
safe. Dean spoke to Ehrlichman about turning the contents
over and Ehrlichman told him to "deep six" it. Dean was
troubled by this order and mentioned it to Fielding. There
was a delay of several days. Then Dean reminded Ehrlichman~that disposing of the evidence was stupid because so many
people knew about the contents’ existence. Ehrlichman
agreed but suggested eliminating the politically dangerous
material when he (Dean) made the turnover. Dean turned
over all the material to the agents except for the politically
explosive stuff which he gave to L. Patrick Gray personally.
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Now Dean was in a position to say truthfully he turned
over everything from Hunt’s safe.to the FBI.
At the meeting on the 19th, Ehrlichman also told
Dean to call Liddy to tell Hunt to leave the country.
Later Dean convinced Ehrlichman that this was crazy. The
order was rescinded, but it was too late.
Glanzer and Campbell agree that Dean’s receiving
FBI 302 reports was not mentioned on the 8th or 9th of
April. Glanzer says it was mentioned on the 15th of April.
At some time either in 1972 or 1973, Dean mentioned
to Haldeman a request for money from Hunt through O’Brien.
Haldeman said to go see Mitchell.
Dean said that at some time Parkinson and LaRue
had come to Dean’s office with a sheet of paper with money
requests from Hunt on it, but Dean never said that the
money was for Hunt’s silence.
Dean mentioned the McCord letter complaining about
a CIA defense being contemplated. Ehrlichman told Dean
to "stroke" McCord. Also Bittman visited Colson and discussed clemency. Again the response by Ehrlichman and
Haldeman was that Colson should "stroke" Bittman, but make
no promises.
Dean mentioned the LaCosta meetings without giving
any details.
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Dean asserted that he had beer~ told by Magruder
that Liddy and Sloan had stolen money from CRP.
Dean spent qui~e a bit of time talking about his
recent relationships with Magruder and Mitchell. Dean said
Magruder was becoming nervous and was phoning everyone.
One convirsation between Magruder and Dean at Camp David
was taped by Dean. Dean stated that Mitchell was going to
"stonewall it." Dean was scheduled to meet with Mitchell
the next day and Glanzer suggested that Dean be wired by
the prosecutors. Shaffer objected, but said he might do it
himself.
Campbell remembers that Dean told of the March 21
meeting where Dean attempted to tell the President about the
situation, but that the President didn’t understand. Dean
would not divulge his exact words because of attorney-client
privilege and executive privilege.
Dean said Howard and Strachan had given him $15,900
to hold in his safe, but didn’t relate this to either the
$22,000 or the $350,000.
(b) Other Matters.
After the prosecutors had heard Magruder, they began
to understand more of what Dean had told them. Realizing
that they could use Magruder as a witness against Mitchell,
their emphasis with Dean turned to Haldeman and Ehrlichman.
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6. Glanzer knows no more about Shaffer’s April
i0 phone call to Silbert than what is in the May 31 memo
to Cox.
7. Shaff~r came to the Courthouse late on the evening of April 12 and saw Glanzer and Silbert. Shaffer said
Dean had "nibbled" on the $15,900 that Howard and Strachan
had given him, having taken about $4,000 for his honeymoon
and put a check in the safe. Shaffer wanted the prosecutors
to know this fact before they heard from Strachan. [Strachan
had not yet corrected his grand jury testimony and the prosecutors had told him to get an attorney before he came back
to the grand jury.] Shaffer also said he had been told by
Dean that Haldeman and Higby had coached Strachan before
Strachan’s grand jury appearance.
8. Shaffer and Glanzer had three telephone conversations and one meeting on April 14th. Glanzer cannot remember
who called who the first time, but in any event Shaffer came
to Glanzer’s home as a result of the call. This was probably
in the early morning. Glanzer brought up the subject of a
guilty plea for Dean and Shaffer was not unreceptive. (At
this point, the prosecutors had begun to think of Dean as
a defendant rather than as a witness, and felt that Dean
or his attorney should be so advised.)
In the early evening on the 14th, Glanzer called
Shaffer from the Department of Justice while meeting with
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Titus and Petersen. Later in hhe.~evening, Glanzer called
Shaffer to inform Shaffer of the prosecutors’ disclosures
to Kleindienst. Shaffer thought this was a breach of
their agreement, but Glanzer explained that telling
Kleindienst was necessary if the President were to be
notified as Dean wished.
9. On the afternoon of the 15th, Silbert and
Glanzer met with Dean and Shaffer. (Campbell was unable to
attend.) [Glanzer remembers Petersen instructing them to
obtain more evidence on the case, but remembers no specific
emphasis on facts concerning Haldeman and Ehrlichman.]
Dean told about himself, Mitchel!, Magruder, LaRue
and perhaps Mardian and Parkinson concocting a story about
how much money went to Liddy. Magruder then testified to
this Story. Dean learned from Petersen that Silbert and
the grand jury suspected that Magruder was lying, but had
no evidence to prove it. Dean relayed this fact to Mitchell.
General Cushman’s name came up and perhaps Walters’
also. Dean said something about a memo from Cushman with
his (Dean’s) name on it and that Ehrlichman was responsible.
Neither Cushman nor Walters were mentioned in connection
with an obstruction of justice.
Glanzer thinks Dean discussed receiving 302’s from
Gray "to keep abreast of the news leaks." Dean did not
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mention that he had previously requested 302’s from
Petersen and Kleindienst and been turned down. Dean
did not say to whom.the reports were shown.
Dean made a memo of his April i0 meeting with
Mitchell and remarked that Mitchell said he was going to
"stone’wall it". The prosecutors asked for, but never
received, a copy of the memo.
Glanzer (having heard of Greenspun elsewhere) asked
Dean if he knew about Greenspun. Dean replied that Kalmbach
was asked by Coison in California to get information about
Muskie from Greenspun.
Dean mentioned McPhee’s romancing of Judge Richey
in the rose garden, the $200,000 Vesco contribution involving
Don Nixon and the ITT scanda!, indicating that Watergate
was just the tip of the iceberg of corrupt activities. The
climax of this series:of disclosures by Dean was the revelation that Hunt and Liddy had broken into Ellsberg’s_psychiatrist’s office in 1971.
Glanzer doesn’t recall that Dean mentioned Segretti.
i0. Glanzer phoned Shaffer on April 19 to confirm
that Shaffer and Dean understood that Dean had been given
no commitment of immunity. Petersen had requested confirmation of this fact after being asked by the President
about Dean’s status.
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ii. On the evening of Apri! 23, Shaffer met
with Silbert and Glanzer. Glanzer says that by this
time, the discussions had turned into a political game.
Dean was bargaining with the Senate for immunity and the
prosecutor’s attempts at agreeing on a plea were in vain.
Shaf~er suggested a plea to misprison of a felony (never a
firm offer), but then rejected this when it was determined
that it was a fe!ony and the possible sentence was too long.
12. On April 29, Shaffer called Glanzer at home
to discuss the Vesco case. (!t was not unusual for Shaffer
to call Glanzer to discuss things generally.) Shaffer told
Glanzer that Dean would either be a witness in the case or
would not testify. Shaffer also told Glanzer that Colson
would have information about Haldeman and Ehrlichman.
After April 15, the situation was in a state of
flux.

The appointment of Cox and the preparation for the

Senate hearings changed the outlook from all sides.
13. By the end of April, Dean had become much more
antagonistic toward Haldeman and Ehrlichman in his discussions with the prosecutors and also in public, issuing
the "scapegoat" statement. Before that, the impression
he gave of Haldeman was of a "great devoted public servant,"
clean and hard working. He had been restrained in his
praise of Ehrlichman.
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14. On May 2, Silbert, Glanzer, and Campbeli met
with Dean and Shaffer at Shaffer’s office. At this
meeting the note taking prohibition was waived. Initially,
there were procedural discussions about listening to Dean
tell about Presidential involvement, including the problem
of executive privilege and attorney-client privilege.
The prosecutors decided to listen to whatever Dean had
to say.
Dean played for the prosecutors a copy of the
Colson-Hunt dictabelt. Dean said he had played the tape
for Ha!deman and Ehrlichman at Camp David on November 15
at a meeting about Chapin’s future and for Mitchell in
New York also on the 15th. i_/
a. Substantive disclosures made by Dean follow:
Dean told of seeing Ha!deman after the February 4
meeting and Haldeman relaying this to Ehrlichman. 2--/
Dean says the White House put pressure on his
secretary, Jane Thomas, to provide information against
him (Dean).
i_/ Campbell’s notes indicate the tape was made between the
election and November 15. Glanzer’s notes indicate that on
the tape Hunt emphasized that commitments had been made to all
the defendants, that the stakes were high and things must not
break for foolish reasons. Both sets of notes indicate
November 25 was the deadline for resolution of the problem.
Glanzer’s notes go into some more detail about the contents
of the tape.
2/ Both Campbell’s ~and Glanzer’s notes show that Haldeman
did not want the White House involved. Glanzer’s notes show
that Haldeman recounted his and Dean’s conversation in front
of Mitchell also.
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Operation Sandwedge, according to Dean, was an
elaborate plan with overt and covert operations including
illegal electronic surveillance. 3--/ The written proposal
was sent to Ehrlichman whose copy should still be at the
White House even though Caulfield took all of his files
with him when he left. Anne Dawson could corroborate
Dean on this. (There was a budget for Sandwedge.)
Dean said Colson called Caulfield to do a "bag
job" on Brookings, but Dean did not mention a fire.
Dean knew that "Tony" (Ulasewicz), Caulfield’s
friend did various discrete jobs for the White House,
e.g., pricing boats and picking out the "Sequoia".
Before June 17, 1972, Gemstone summaries went to
Strachan. After the 17th, Strachan told Dean that
Haldeman had instructed him (Strachan) to pull all intelligence material. All "proceeds" from Watergate wiretaps
were destroyed. Haldeman’s files included memos of
meetings of Haldeman, Strachan and Kalmbach about financing.
Dean taped an interview he had with Segretti and played
the tape on November i0 or ii, 1972, for Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at Haldeman’s villa in Key Biscayne.
Segretti wrote the letter insinuating sexual
deviations in Jackson and Humphrey. Segretti had a network

3/ Campbell’s notes show that Ehrlichman and Mitchell said
~No" to the proposal because Caulfield was
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of 50 operatives and kept records of all the people and
movements. Segretti obtained bogus stationery from a
Cuban printer (through Hunt).
When asked for. corroboration for some of his
information, Dean suggested Tod Hullin, Higby and diaries
of Ehrlichman and Haldeman. He said Colson could corroborate the meeting on June 19th where Ehrlichman gave the
order to tell Hunt to leave the country. (Dean became
hostile to Colson when Colson did not corroborate.)
Sometime shortly after the break-in, Hunt was
-in his White House office. Colson was somewhat shaken
when he realized that at the same time a newsman was
talking with Hallett next door.
Pat Boggs of the Secret Service told Ehrlichman
about the Hunt check found on one of the Miami men-.
In July of 1972, Dean met with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at San Clemente to discuss the Watergate
situation.
On September 2, 1972, Dean met with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman at the Newporter Inn and told them everything he
had learned about Watergate.

~

At Camp David on November 15, Dean told Haldeman
that part of the $350,000 White House cash fund had to be
released. The money was thereafter released. Howard and
Strachan turned over the balance of $22,000 to Dean.
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After the break-in, Mitchell, Mardian, LaRue and
Dean discussed raising money for the defendants. Kalm~ach
was mentioned and Mitchell told Dean to get Ehrlichman’s
approval. After asking Ehrlichman, Dean met Kalmbach
at the Mayflower and explained to Kalmbach that Mitchell,
Haldeman and Ehrlichman all felt the defendants needed to
be paid. Dean said LaRue would be in contact with Kalmbach
for details. Kalmbach asked Dean to have Caulfield call
him (Kalmbach). Stans turned over $80,000 to LaRue about
this time.
Later Dean met Kalmbach in Lafayette park. Kalmbach
had money with him (some from LaRue, some raised through
his own efforts) and asked for delivery instructions.
Kalmbach also wanted Dean to convey a message to Haldeman
and Ehrlicb.man that he (Kalmbach) was opposed to delivering
this money. (Dean says Kalmbach frequently handled tasks
like this, e.g., $200-400,000 delivered to Wallace’s
opponent in the gubernatorial race.)
Dean said Kathleen Chenow would be a good witness to
Hunt’s and Liddy’s White House activities. Krogh and Young
would know about the Ellsberg matter.
Dean said he was told by Liddy on June 19th that
it was Magruder who pushed him into going back into the DNC.
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At the Republican Convention MacGregor whs pestering
Dean for a briefing on Watergate. Ehrlichman advised Dean
to "stroke" MacGregor, but not tell him anything.
On February 10-11., 1973, at LaCosta, California,
Haldeman, Ehrlich~an, Moore and Dean met to review the White
House handling of the Senate hearings. The question of the
defendant’s continued silence was also raised. Moore was
sent to New York to get Mitchell to raise money to replace
the $350,00’0 White House fund. Moore took the message to
Mitchell but was rebuffed.
On March 12, 1973, O’Brien told Dean that he
(O’Brien) had met Hunt on March 9 and that Shapiro had had
a similar meeting with Hunt. Hunt threatened to tell al!
the "seamy" things hehad done for the White House if
$72,000 for legal fees and $50,000 for living expenses was
not paid to him.
Dean said that Gray was wrong to call him (Dean)
a liar.
At a meeting in Haldeman’s office between Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Dean and Mitchell, Ehrlichman asked Mitchell
about Hunt’s money problem. Mitchell replied that he didn’t
think it was a problem any more.
Dean says Haldeman and O’Brien knew each other
because O’Brien had been an advance man in the 1960 campaign.
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Segretti’s diaries 4--/ show violations of ~ 612 and
possibly ~ 241 and ~ 242.
Dean says LaRue was working on some deal with Tom
Pappas. 5-/
b.

Procedural matters:

The meeting broke up in the early hours of the 3rd
and was resumed again that night.
15. On May 3, Dean began focusing on Presidential
involvement, thus changing dramatically from his previous
stance. Glanzer and Campbell agree with Silbert’s account
of Dean’s statements about the President. (See Rient and
Denny memo to files dated September 6, 1973 re Silbert
interview.) Glanzer and Campbell say, however, that Dean
told them that Krogh told him about the instructions for
the Ellsberg break-in coming from the Oval office at the

4/ Glanzer’s notes add that O’Brien was the one who brought
the diaries in.
5/ Campbell’s notes indicate the following items were also
discussed: the August 29, 1972, Presidential announcement
of Dean’s investigation (Glanzer puts this on May 3rd) and
the President’s urging on April 17, 1973 that no White
House aides receive immunity. Glanzer’s notes add that (i)
Strachan’s testimony was worked on by Haldeman and Higby,
(2) Sloan came to Ehrlichman about the pressure being
applied to him (Sloan), and (3) that Dean thought Mitchell
had already committed perjury. Glanzer’s and ~ampbell’s
notes both indicate that it was June 21 that Ehrlichman
gave Dean the order to "deep. six" material from Hunt’s
safe.
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time of Krogh’s deposition (i.e., August 1972), not
during the Gray hearings. Dean also said that Mitchel!
knew of the Ellsberg break-in shortly after June 17.
Among the procedural matters discussed were the
question of whether Dean would go to the grand jury as a
witness (this was left undecided) and the possible filing
by Shaffer of an interpleader concerning documents which
Shaffer said would destroy~the President. Dean was
somewhat concerned about being arrested for turning over
the documents since he never had control of them. The
prosecutors asked that the interpleader not be filed till
the following Monday.
a. Substantive disclosures by Dean follow:
Ehrlichman and the President convinced Hoover
to tap certain newsmen and White House personnel in 1969.
(For details of other surveillance, see memo for Glanzer
to Cox, May 31, 1973, p. 13) 6--/
Months before Dean’s March 21 conversation with
Nixon, Dean had discussed the cover-up with Dick Moore.
Although Moore~suggested going to Nixon then, Dean did not
do so. Sometime after March 21, Dean met with Nixon when
Moore was present.
b. Other matters:

6_/ Glanzer’s notes add that~
a tap.

was a victim ofT~~
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Around May 3, Glanzer advised Dean to go to his
"Camp David", collect his thoughts, put them down
coherently and provide documents and witnesses to corroborate
them. 7--/
16. On Friday night, May 4, Shaffer told the prosecutors that Dean would not go to the grand jury the next
day. Shaffer agreed that on the question of executive
privilege, the prosecutors would prevail before Sirica.
17. G!anzer’s evening conversations on May 12 with
Dean and Shaffer were accurately related in Glanzer’s May 31
memo to Cox. Dean and Shaffer were together.
18. Miscellaneous
Bob Bennett first told the prosecutors of Hunt
being asked to leave the country.
Walters and McCord first told the prosecutors about
the attempts to use the CIA.

~/ Glanzer’s notes indicate that the following items were
also discussed on May 3. (i) After the September indictments,
Nixon complimented Dean, saying "Bob has been keeping me
informed." (2) In March 1973 during Gray hearings, Dean
mentioned Hunt’s threat to Nixon and the million dollar
conversation took place, (3) on Friday March 23, 1973,
Ehrlichman talked with Kleindienst about the grand jury,
(4) when Greenspun was mentioned in front of Haldeman,
Haldeman jumped up and said he didn’t want to hear about
it.
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Dean first told the prosecutors about money b~ing
paid to the defendants
McCord and Caulfield first told of the clemency offer
to McCord.
O’Brien came to the prosecutors voluntarily. In
fact they saw him only after many days of his persisting in
attempting to meet with them. O’Brien’s story was very
disjointed. The prosecutors did not use Dean’s leads in
questioning O’Brien, but instead used notes O’Brien made
for a meeting with Ehrlichman (obtained from Ehrlichman).
Glanzer originally wanted to give Dean immunity
because of his value as a witness, but was persuaded by
Silbert and Campbell that Dean should not be granted immunity.
In hindsight, Glanzer thinks this was a good decision.
Glanzer thinks that the prosecutors’ effect was
neutralized by the appointment of a special prosecutor
and the Senate Committee coming into being, and that they
began to lose control over the case.
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum "
TO

: Larry lason

~IDAi~ 0ctober..

~

2, 1974

FROM : Jim Neal

John Dean’s Contacts and Information Imparted
to .the Original Prosecutors

SUBJECT:

Larry, I need for you to prepare today while we are
picking the jury, a summary day-by-day of the information
imparted by Dean to Silbert, Glanzer, et al. It should
start with April 18 through May 25, 1973. I don’t need
extensive information, just the development. We need to
show, if it’s a fact, that Dean was giving the prosecutors
information in a chronological manner, rather than as an
"escalation" to higher-ups in order to get immunity as
implied in the memorandum from Silbert to Cox dated May 31,
1973. In other words, Dean states that he did start with
pre-break-in period for two reasons: .First, because it
appeared to be the focal point of the investigation at that
time; and second, because in early April he admittedly hoped
to avoid an investigation into the cover-up, not only for
himself but for others. He states, however, that as the
meetings progressed and as they continued to probe, it became impossible to explain what happened pre-June 17 without explaining the matters that happened thereafter, and that
his revelations proceeded on a chronological basis.
Dean states, further, that he advised Shaffer in his
early meetings with him that he wanted to tell the story
of Watergateo It was Shaffer’s idea that Shaffer seek
immunity for Dean. Dean agreed that that would be fine but
he continued on the course of commitment to tell the story
with immunity if he could get it, or without immunity if he
could not.
Larry, we need to be prepared either on direct of Dean
or re-direct or in rebuttal to support this story and I need
you to analyze the original prosecutors’ notes, Silbert’s
diary, and the above-mentioned memorandum for the factual
support therein. (The Silbert to Cox memorandum of May 31
is in my cabinet in the notebook labeled "Silbert Pros.
Memos..)
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WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION-FO~E

Memorandum
TO

:

Henry Ruth

Tom McBride
William Merrill
Joseph Connolly
FROM :

~eo~e
~en~, ~ram~
~ec~ ~~

SUBJECT:. Dean Subpo.ena

investigations.
The attached draft of a subpoena w~.l be~ser~:e.~
on Dean on Monday, unless you h~e ~y~!~~i~,~i
additions in the language covering your area.
Please let HenryHecht or GeOrge Frampton know
about any changes by noon on Monday.
Thanks.

PER

DRAFT: Subpoen.a to John Dean
All documents, memoranda, papers~
writings and all tapes a~d~:o’ther electroni.c ~nd/or
mechanical recordinqs and reproductions re,~atin@ to:
i) The break-in and wire_~tap~g of the Democratic
National Committee Headquarters at Wa~terga~e in~.May and
June 1972 and subsequent attempts to conceal and coverup the identit~ of ~ individual with~~ knowledge

2) The establishment and activiti.es of the White
House Special Investigations.Hnit (so called "Plumbers"
group) and ~;
3) Activities by ~e staff of the White House
and/or Committee to Re-Elect the President to obtain
political intelligence information relating to the 1972
Presidential campaign and/or to conduct campaign espionage
or sabotage in connection with that campaign;
4) Activities by the staff of the White House
and/or Committee to Re-Elect the President to influence
the actions of other federal agencies, offices, or
officials;

5) Activities by
or others in connection with the conduct or s~lement of Government anti-trust cases

the

International Telephone and Telegraph Company;

6)

Activities by the/taff of the WhiteHouse,

the Committee to Re-Elect the President, the Finance
Committee to Re-Elect the President, or others
relating to the solicitation, receipt, reporting,
or use of campaign contributions in the 1972 campaign,
and/or

- _-

-- any connection between ~~ ~z

~~,~÷~-s and the influencing of action by any
Government agency, office, or official;
7) Wiretapping or other electronic eavesdropping
done at the direction of members of the White House
staff or the President.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Philip Lacovara
Henry Ruth

DATE: January 30, 1974

~,Ro~ : Henry 15. ttecht

SUBJECT: Provision of Copies of Dean’s Documents to Dean

Following conversations with McBride and Lacovara,
I telephoned Dean concerning his request for copies
of the documents he furnished this Office pursuant to
a Grand Jury subpoena. I explained that it was my
understanding that his attorney, Charles Shaffer,
agreed that it was in Dean’s interest not to have
copies so that he would not be subject to discovery
by civil litigants.
%. :For.the present, Dean said he would not request
copies Of the documents. I will provide Dean with
copies of the inventories of documents received to
date.
~
CC:

/ Chron
~F~le
Hecht
McBride

A PPENDIX X
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~en Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

intention

to
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APPENDIX Y
"Double speak designed to obfuscate prosecutorial abuse"
[See text p ]

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
Investigations of 1972 Campaign Financing and Related Matters

Beginning in June 1973, the Campaign Contributions task force
systematically examined the campaign finances of major 1972 Republican and Democratic Presidential candidates. This examination
included the investigation of several hundred separate transactions,
including corporate and labor union contributions, recipients’ nonreporting of contributions and expenditures, and alleged quid pro quo
relationships between contributions and Government actions.
The task force began its inquiries on the basis of the following
major sources of information:
1. A list of persons who had made large contributions to President
Nixon’s reelection campaign before April 7, 1972--the effective date
of a new campaign law which required that contributions be reported
publicly. The existence of this list, which was kept by the President’s
secretary, was initially disclosed in a civil suit brought by Common
Cause against the Finance Committee to Re-Elect the President
(FCRP). WSPF later obtained the list from the White House.
2. Reports of pre-April 7 contributions to several Democratic
candidates, which the candidates had made public.
3. Reports of post-April ~’ contributions to candidates of both
parties which had been filed with the General Accounting Office
pursuant to the new law.
4. Referrals from the Internal Revenue Service.
5. Information obtained in the Watergate investigation about
the sources and disposition of campaign funds used in the Watergate
break-in and cover-up.
6. Newspaper articles, letters from citizens (many of thegn anonymous), and similar sources.
A variety of investigative methods were used. The prosecutors
interviewed major Republican and Democratic fundraisers, including
Herbert Kalmbach of FCRP, who cooperated with the office under an
agreement involving his guilty plea to two charges (described elsewhere in this section). Agents of the FBI and IRS examined the campaign financial records of the major Presidential candidates and those
Congressional candidates whose campaign finances, for various
reasons, became relevant to mutters directly within the jurisdiction
of the Special Prosecutor. The prosecutors sent letters to about 50
known contributors asking them to telephone the office and answer
certain questions. Many contributors were interviewed in person in
WSPF’s offices. FBI agents interviewed hundreds of employees and
financial officers of corporations and unions and examined bank and
corporate records; IRS agents took similar steps in cases that seemed
to involve possible tax violations. In some cases, particularly when
there was a suspicion of an explicit quid pro quo relationship between
contribntions and Governrhent actions, WSPF attorneys conducted
interviews of contributors, fundraisers, and Government officials.
Witnesses were also called before the grand jury, especially when it
appeared that attempts were being made to obstruct an investigation.

APPENDIX Z
"Governor Reagan could run for President in 1976; we’re
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r’v, PARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

"

FROM :

SUBJECT:

Leon Jaworski

DATE: August 19, 1974

Thomas F. McBride

Your Inquiry of Today

Attached is a memo from Chuck Ruff containing the
information deve!oped in the "Town House" investigation.
The only other information of any possible consequence relates tq..Reagan~ In 1970 Ross Perot, head of
a larg~ Dallas-based computer firm, was solicited by
Kalmbach for a contribution to the 1970 mid-term congressional
campaigns. He Was also solicited for contributions
to Reagan’s 1970 gubernatorial campaign. According to Kalmbach,
Perot did not ultimately contribute to the congressional
races. He may, however, have contributed to the Reagan
campaign. In May, 1970 Perot asked Kalmbach to set up
meetings with Reagan and with Harry Dent, John Ehrlichman
and possibly other administration figures. Perot says the
purpose of these meetings was to complain about certain
policies and actions of the Social Security Administration
in requiring approval of contracts between medicare insurers
(private insurance companies) and Perot’s computer firm.
~
In the case of Reagan the particular issue was the substitution of one private carrier (with whom Perot had
computer contracts) by another (with whom Perot was not a
subcontractor) as medicare carrier in severa! California
counties. Perot did meet with Reagan and later (perhaps
through Reagan’s intervention) with HEW Secretary Finch and
Undersecretary Veneman. Perot did not get the relief or
remedy he sought. We have not, as yet, learned whether
Perot did, in fact, contribute to Reagan’s 1970 campaign.
CC:

File
Chron
Circ
Task Force File No.
McBride
Ruth

It should be noted that any Kalmbach fund-raising
activities for Reagan were cleared by either Haldeman,
Ehrlichman or both.

